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SUBMISSION To THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE ON
LEGISLATION

By Philip MCCann

Introduction and Overview

I was privileged to serve as a Judge of the District Court of Western Australia

from 28 January 2004 until I retired on 31 December 2018. I presided over

many jury trials in criminal matters.
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I have read the Criminal Procedure Amendment (Trial by Judge Alone) 811

2077, the Explanatory Memorandum and the Second Reading Speech.
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This submission is based upon my learnings and experiences as a Judge. It

contains my personal opinions and does not in any way reflect or advance

the opinions of any Court, the judiciary or any member of it.
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The objective of the proposed amendment predicates a quite fundamental

problem with the present system of trial by jury (the status quo), namely a

lack of transparency (see object (b) in the Explanatory Memorandum). It is

variously described in the Second Reading Speech in terms of jury verdicts
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lacking "accountability" and being susceptible to "capricious" decision-

making.

Against that background, and in my respectful submission, the proposed

amendment would create a serious anomaly because it would acknowledge

the problem but not fix it; it would merely give accused persons a means to
avoid it.

For the reasons set out below and by specific reference to object (b), I

respectfully submit that it is timely and practical to consider enhancing jury

accountability, perhaps by introducing a requirement for juries to give written

reasons for their verdicts (albeit brief and informal).
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There is a very helpful overview of the history and functioning of the jury

system in the judgment of Heydon J in AK V The State of WA 120081 HCA 8

at [90]-[, 04].

The following principles are stated or implied in the Bill and the Second

Reading Speech:

Justice should not only be done, it should also be seen to be done.

Reform is "not an attack on the jury system".

Jury deliberations should take place in secret.

The personal details of jurors should always remain confidential.

The concept of a jury of "peers" has changed significantly as the system of

trial by jury has evolved over the centuries. Nowadays, juries comprise

a wide cross-section of a well-educated and informed community.

Consistently with the oath that each juror takes and which defines his/her

duties, he/she individually "tries the case". So, in essence, juries are

collectively and individually "fact~finders".



The role of a jury (a fontori, each individual juror) is exactly the same as a

judge who tries a case alone, namely to make findings about alleged

facts by rational reasoning based on admissible evidence and then

apply those findings to the applicable law.

A judge who tries a case alone is required by law to give reasons for

decision. In A Child v The State of WA 120051 91 at 1/1 Il-[112] Pullin

JA explained why:

First, where there is a right of appeal, the obligation to give adequate

reasons for decision is an aspect of procedural fairness which affords

a party the means of knowing (and appealing if necessary) the reasons

why he or she has been successful or unsuccessful.

Second. the requirement to give reasons focuses the mind. A decision

supported by reasons is much more likely to be soundly based on the

evidence as opposed to a case where no reasons are given, or

inadequate reasons are given (eg an important issue was not

mentioned).

I respectfully submit that purely as a matter of principle alone these

imperatives should apply to lay fact-finders as well,

Whilst a jury's verdict is required to be unanimous (or have a majority of at

least to jurors), the verdict need not necessarily represent a single

joint opinion. In appropriate cases jurors may arrive at the same

verdict by different rational pathways (eg, in a case in which self

defence is an issue some jurors might convict because they find that

self defence was not necessary, whilst others might disagree on that

issue but still convict because the accused 's response was

excessive).

follows that a jury deliberation is not a democratic process: A verdict

might be based upon a consensus or arise from a coincidence of

individual decisions. But a juror must never acquiesce in a verdict that

he/she does not rationalIy agree with. Similarly a dissentient minority

must never accede to a majority opinion that they do not rational Iy

agree with. The notion of "majority rules" should never prevail.

.



With great respect to those who would suggest otherwise, and whilst

consideration of reform is timely, I do not accept the proposition quoted in

the Second Reading Speech to the effect that contemporary juries are

"ignorant [and] prejudiced" or, at least, not from a collective and functional

point of view. These are my reasons:

As I have said, juries are now drawn from a wide and sophisticated cross

section of the community: They are well-equipped to deliberate

rational Iy. This is evidenced by the fact that they routinely ask very

pertinent questions of trial judges. They also routinely bring in diverse

verdicts on multiple charges (demonstrating a capacity for differential,

rational and unprejudiced fact-finding). Indeed juries often give

verdicts (especially acquittals) which show that an apprehended risk of

prejudice did not materialize.

The jury selection and induction process is multi-functional. In my

experience Court officers, counsel and judges are astute and

successful in side-lining potential jurors who are so prejudiced as to

be unable to be empanelled or continue serving once the trial starts.

Indeed, it is common for jurors to raise the matter themselves once

they have been sworn in and learn something of the case. I here use

"prejudice' in its common meaning of "biased" (for whatever reason,

but usually there is a personal, emotional reaction to the ^^!!^I^et

matter of the case and riot the parties).

In strict legal parlance the term "prejudice" connotes a forensic fallacy,

namely the use of impermissible reasoning, often to the exclusion of

admissible reasoning one way or the other (see Pair v The State of

WA [2008] WASCA 72 per Steytler P at 151] and [63]). His Honour cited

this passage from the judgment of Kirby J in BRS V The Queen 1199n

HCA 47 (the intercalation is mine):

"[R]esearch confirms the common tendency to infer from

particular character traits which are then used to justify



predictions and estimates [ie findings] about other conduct.

However, objectiveIy such predictions are often found to be

unwarranted"

I proffer this example. In a shooting case a lay-person might be

inclined to reason from the bare fact that the accused had convictions

for firearms offences that it was he that shot the victim. Trials are

conducted with great care and directions are given to juries to explain

which fact-finding pathways are permissible and those which are not.

The law assumes that jurors will proceed accordingly. But, the

research quoted by Kirby J and Steylter P, and the anecdotal evidence

of "capriciousness" and "perverseness" that has been referred to in

the Second Reading Speech and elsewhere, suggest otherwise.

Self-evidently, jurors must employ thoughts and cognitive processes that are

informed by their lived experience. These thoughts and processes are known

in contemporary behavioural psychology as "heuristics" (see below). For

example, I would be confident that the following heuristics have been

employed by some jurors or juries: "boys will be boys", "girls can be

promiscuous when they are drunk", "he/she had it coming to him/her"; "very

young children could never describe intimate sexual acts unless they had

experienced them themselves". I make no personal comment as to the

validity of any of these cognitions either in general or in any particular case,

but based on my experience it would be naive to believe that people do not

hold such thoughts and some of them may very well be relevant in a given

case (eg, when a very young child condescends to accurate particulars of a

sex act that he/she testifies happened to him/her).

In order to better assist the Committee, may I refer to the work on heuristics

of Nobel Laureate Professor Daniel Kahneman and many of his colleagues



(see 'Thinking Fast and Slow"; Kahneman D, Penguin Random House).

Heuristics influence all human decision-making, especially so-called "fast

thinking". This is riot necessarily a bad thing: it would be impossible for a

person to get through a day (eg navigate traffic), or for a committee to do its

work (eg act on official reports), without employing heuristics to some extent.

So-called "group think" is a form of heuristic thinking. It occurs when

individuals think along the lines of an identified consensus (ie "go with the

crowd"), on the basis that a consensus of other people must be correct.

The work of Prof Kahneman and others demonstrates the importance for

decision-makers to question both the relevance and reliability of their

heuristics and to be wary of "group think". This necessitates "slow-thinking"

foot to be confused with tardiness) where opinions, heuristics and evidence

are tested and alternatives rational Iy explored. "Slow thinking" is indeed the

very essence of the second of the principles from A Child that I quoted

above.

It could be said that "group think" is actually countenanced and thus

mandated by the jury system, because unanimity is a legal requirement and

is presumed when it is furnished. That is a valid point: group-think can be a

form of co-operative synthesis that is one of the advantages of the jury

system (see AK per Heydon J at t1031). But, as I have said, unanimity does

others) unanimity might actually be the product of coincidence. And in that

scenario "group think" is a potential threat to the integrity of the jury's
deliberations.

n ril predicate consensus. In a self-defence case (and many

I proffer this example of a short-cut (fast thinking) in a trial relating to a

random assault where the identity of the perpetrator is the only live issue: A

juror reasons: "I am for guilty. The victim was very definite when he selected

the accused's photo on the digiboard". But the juror does not consider the



quality (or otherwise) of the impression (memory) that the victim was able to

obtain of the perpetrator's appearance during the assault, and/or the juror

might fail to address evidence about the accused's alibi (he was at work).

The problem with the status quo is that there is no way of knowing from the

bare verdict ("guilty" in this example) that there was a potential miscarriage of

justice.

In my respectful submission, excessive use of fast thinking is likely to be the

main reason for complaints as to the perceived capriciousness of some jury

verdicts and dissatisfaction with outcomes. Late in my time on the bench

(after I had been introduced to the notion of cognitive bias by a paper given

by Dr Guy Curtis of Murdoch University at a judicial conference in 2017) I

invariably spoke to the jury about this and explained why. I have no doubt

that it was helpful to them, as it was to me because it made it easier for me

to explain the nature of prejudicial thinking and how to avoid it.

The formulation of reasons and the giving of the same to the Court would

enhance slow thinking and the integrity of individual and joint decision-

making. In short, a process of reasoning that is informed by the expectation

of accountability can be expected to be more rigorous and rational than one

that is secret.

To return to a variant of the example given above, a juror's reasoning might

proceed as follows: "I am for guilty. The victim got a good look at the

perpetrator when he came through the door and he was very definite when

he selected the accused's photo on the digiboard. And the alibi evidence

does not exclude the prosecution argument that the offence occurred

outside the accused's normal working hours. That argument is reasonably

open based on other evidence such as the accused's work records and the

timing of the '000' call".



These reasons are entirely adequate and not much longer than the first

version, and they demonstrate that all lives issues have been addressed,

Their great advantage is that justice is seen to be done.

Further. the giving of reasons by a jury will facilitate sentencing in case of

conviction. When sentencing, the trial judge is required to make findings as

to the material facts that are predicated by the jury's verdict, or at least

findings that are consistent with it. That is frequently fraught, if not

impossible, so the judge is obliged to make findings afresh and,

paradoxical Iy, give reasons (a potentially unedifying process in which he or

she is obliged to make presumptions or draw inferences about the jury's

possible reasons and findings of fact).

For example, in the self-defence example that I have used a guilty verdict

might predicate that there was no occasion for self defence, or that there

was occasion for it but the accused used excessive force (a potentially

mitigating scenario). Under the status quo there is no way of Knowing (unless

the jury is asked to give a special verdict, which is extremely rare and can be

counter-productive).

Finally in my submission, the giving of reasons would improve access to

appeals (as is mentioned in the first of the principles from A Child that I

quoted above). As with sentencing, the status quo calls upon Appeal Courts

to employ a sometimes unedifying and heuristic process of inferring or

indeed presuming what the jury's reasons were. That would not be necessary

if the Court had the jury's reasons (no matter how brief).

Practical matters

It is generally assumed that it is impractical to ask juries to give reasons (see

comments of Heydon J to similar effect in AK at t991).



There is another aspect. At t971 His Honour cited Lord Goddard, the Lord

Chief Justice of England, who said in 1955 (possibly ironically, I suspect; the

emphasis is mine):

"tNIO one has yet been able to find a way of depriving a British jury of

its QLD, t^of returning a perverse verdict".

I respectfully challenge both the assumption of impracticability, and the

ideological reverence towards the jury system, which are of themselves

heuristics borne of reliance upon centuries of unchallenged usage that does

not necessarily recognize the abilities of jurors or the contemporary needs

and failings of the criminal justice system.

What I do envisage:

, Reasons would be brief and informal, even colloquial Iy expressed (eg, "the

victim/accused couldn't get his story straight about who hit who first".

Reasons could be joint or given in sub-groups or individually. It is

important to remember that different jurors might legitimate Iy follow

different rational pathways to the same verdict (eg, on self-defence).

Reasons would not need to summarise evidence, or the law or the parties'

cases/the issues. All of this would be part of the judge's summing up

and deemed to be part of the reasoning, as is already the case with

the status quo.

Jurors could be given aids such as short outlines of submissions,

checklists or questionnaires, as is already frequently done with the

status quo. It would be sufficient if reasons comprised a few words or

lines opposite each point.

Assistance (from an accredited scribe or amanuensis) would be available at

the discretion of the trial judge. Strict rules and safeguards would be in

place. For instance, an amanuensis would only be made available if

the jury or a juror informed the judge that they/Ile/she had reached a

verdict and had reasons for the same, but would like some help



putting them in writing. The verdict would first be given to the judge in

a sealed envelope. The amanuensis (possibly a member of the judge's

staff or the jury officer) would then be sworn to "faithfully note what

the jury wished to communicate without influencing that thinking". I

recognize that the process might initiate a re-think by a juror about the

verdict (why not, such happens when judges write judgments). In such

case the jury could uplift the sealed verdict and proceed as they saw

The reasons would be given to the parties, after the verdict was unsealed

and announced by the jury, but riot made public without the leave of

the judge or the Appeal Court.

What I do not envisage:

Any disclosure of a juror's identity. Public identification of an individual

juror's number would only occur if such was exceptionally necessary,

and that would be subject to judicial discretion. For example: if it was

sought to correlate a particular juror's reasons with demonstrable,

relevant misbehaviour in or out of court or in the jury room: an

allegation of bias might be better considered by reference to histher

erary merit or length in reasons. Juries would riot be expected to furnish

a verisimilitude of judicial writing. In a typical unanimous assault, sex

or drug case 50 -t 50 words would suffice, especially if endorsed upon

a jury aid. Failure to provide adequate reasons would not amount to

an appellable error unless it was clearly apparent that the jury or juror

(as the case may be) had failed to address a critical issue or the

omission was rational Iy inconsistent with other reasons or findings.

Delay. A properly in ducted, directed and resourced jury would be

cognisant of expectations from the beginning. In any event, by

inference based on lengthy experience, I believe that jurors do Keep

notes, use their whiteboards and generally revert to some form of

reasons.



written process which could be readily adapted to reasons for

decision.

Conclusion

I am mindful that my submissions have introduced a new and ostensibly

radical factor for the Committee to consider. Accordingly, I am very grateful

in advance for its indulgence.

However, I have long believed in the desirability of the reform that I have

proposed and the Bill and the work of the Committee provide a timely

opportunity to start a conversation. Perhaps the question would make a

suitable subject for referral to the Law Reform Commission.

To sum up, I respectfully submit that the underlying premises of the Bill are

to be coinmended, but the proposed amendment does not deal with the

essential mischief that it predicates, namely shortcomings of the jury system

that contemporary society is beginning to question. Those shortcomings will

continue to be exploited by the guilty (who prefer caprice) and continue to

devastate the innocent (including victims) who suffer from the lack of

accountability.

I am very grateful for the opportunity to make submissions. I am available to

provide evidence or further submissions to the Committee if requested.

p P MCCann.

21 November 2019




